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Abstract

Tourist guidebooks provide an important source of information on places. Different guidebooks are written for different types of visitors to better meet their individual travel needs. This is demonstrated through a content analysis of four guidebooks written for Singapore in the early 1980s. Two of the guidebooks represent variations on mainstream, mass travel interests. The third source presents the long-term expatriates perception, while the fourth source presents the alternative or youth tourist view of Singapore. Urban tourism is shown to be multifaceted, allowing for a diversity of travel motivations, experiences, and behavior.
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of time: holiday as a symbolic inversion of every day life time in which the weekday becomes the weekend. And the worker transformed himself into a person of leisure. The various sights described on Baedeker's guidebook were controlled inasmuch as [in quanto] they implicated a close circuit. Visiting is always prompted by advertisements. For example tourists in India are socially isolated in the touring bus; they can't really experience the streets.